Priya and Mateo For Welfare

About us:

• Having experienced firsthand a range of welfare issues, we know how important emotional and physical health are to the uni experience
• We’re both second years, studying Classics and HSPS
• Actively involved in college affairs: DDS, May Ball, Midway, DCCC
• Previous JCR Positions: BME & International Officers
• Welfare experience: Welfare role for UCATT; as Mentor & Tutor for Stage2 Youth Theatre, dealt with serious safeguarding cases as well as lighter social support. Liaising with Tutor Systems, UCS, Disabilities Resource Centre

Engagement:

• Liaising more with Ent’s Officers to bridge welfare-ents divide
• Organising welfare-focused college events
• Bring back drop in chats
• Work with BME, LGBT+, Women’s, Access and Disabilities to target welfare to specific needs
• Increase transparency and information about Uni-wide services like UCS and DRC.

Reform:

• Tackling inconsistencies within the tutor system
• Providing guidelines for what to expect from your tutor
• Making sure that tutor training is up to date and refreshed
• Build up awareness and support for intermitting students
• Charitable welfare - facilitating student involvement with charities like Streetbite & Student Minds
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